Abstract
Introduction
The Information Power Grid (IPG) has been developed by NASA and other collaborative partners to harness the power of geographically distributed resources. There have also been numerous attempts to develop computational grid capabilities. Refer to [4] for a comprehensive survey of current technology and grid-based systems. For example, the Condor system [7] , was an early success in developing a distributed system to manage research studies at workstations around the world. However, Condor did not adequately deal with security issues that are important for a general computational grid implementation. On the other hand, The Globus Metacomputing Infrastructure Toolkit (http://www.globus.org) has been extremely successful in providing a portable virtual machine environment. Mechanisms exist within Globus to share remote resources, provide adequate security, and allow MPI-based message passing. Due to its general, portable, and modular nature, Globus has been chosen by NASA as the middleware to implement the IPG.
With a goal to study the latency-tolerance, partitioning and load balancing performance of parallel distributed computing applications on the IPG, in this paper, we simulate an unsteady adaptive mesh application on a wide area network. The number of IPG nodes, the number of processors per node, and the interconnect slowdowns are parameterized so that general conclusions can be drawn. Before presenting our contributions, let us summarize our previous work in this context. We have investigated a load balancing strategy, called PLUM [9] , which is an architecture-independent framework geared towards adaptive numerical solutions. (It was also experimented with the above application as the test case.) PLUM globally partitions the computational mesh after each adaptation and determines whether rebalancing the load would lead to reduced total execution time. If an improvement in the load balance can be achieved, it utilizes an effective remapping algorithm to minimize the required data movement. This paper proposes a novel partitioning approach that optimizes the two important steps of PLUM (balancing and remapping) as part of the partitioning process. The goal of this partitioner, called MinEX, is different from that of most other partitioners. Instead of attempting to balance the load, the objective is to minimize the total runtime of the application. This approach counters the possibility that perfectly balanced loads can still incur excessive communication and redistribution costs while the application is processed. MinEX also is able to compensate for latency tolerance on the IPG. Comparisons between MinEX and PLUM, show that MinEX reduces the number of elements migrated. For example, with 32 partitions in our test case, PLUM redistributed 63,270 mesh elements in contrast of 30,548 elements when MinEX is used. This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 introduces the computational application to be tested. Section 2 describes the new MinEX partitioner. Section 3 describes the experimental study. Section 4 analyzes the results and 0-7695-0990-8/01/$10.00 (C) 2001 IEEE draws conclusions. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Computational Test Case
Many computational problems are modeled discretely as an unstructured mesh of vertices and edges. To capture evolving features, the mesh topology is frequently adapted. For an efficient parallel implementation, this requires dynamic load balancing. In other words, mesh objects will have to be reassigned after each adaptation phase to rebalance the workload among the processors. It is critical to minimize the overhead associated with remapping data sets, and to reduce the communication between processors at the next solution step. These goals are especially important in an IPG context where communication bandwidths between nodes are likely to be much smaller than on a single multiprocessor machine.
The computational mesh used for the experiments in this paper simulates an unsteady environment where the adapted region is strongly time-dependent. As shown in Figure 1 , a shock wave is propagated through an initial grid to produce the desired effect. The computational mesh is processed through nine adaptations by moving a cylindrical volume across the domain with constant velocity. Grid elements within the cylindrical volume are refined while previouslyrefined elements are coarsened in its wake. During the processing, the size of the mesh increases from 50,000 elements to 1,833,730 elements.
The data used for the simulations to be presented in this paper were generated by a Euler solver [10] and uses tetrahedral elements [2] to represent the three dimensional mesh. A dual graph representation of the original mesh is used by our experiments for load balancing where each tetrahedra of the original mesh is a vertex of the dual graph. An edge exists between two dual graph vertices if the vertices share a face. We assume that units of computational and communication cost are equal.
Mesh adaptation refinement consists of subdividing parent tetrahedral elements into two, four, or eight subelements in specified areas of the mesh. Subsequent refinements can further refine the child elements thereby forming a refinement tree of tetrahedra elements for each original dual graph element.
Each vertex of the dual graph has two weights, ÈÏ Ø Ú and ÊÏ Ø Ú , and one edge weight, Ï Ø´Ú Û µ , corresponding to edge´Ú Û µ. ÈÏ Ø Ú , ÊÏ Ø Ú , and Ï Ø´Ú Û µ refer respectively to processing, data remapping, and communication weights associated with processing a dual graph vertex.
ÈÏ Ø Ú is the number of leaf-elements in the refinement tree because these elements participate in the calculation of the current mesh adaptation. ÊÏ Ø Ú is the total number of elements in the refinement tree because the entire tree must be relocated when the vertex is reassigned to another processor. Ï Ø´Ú Û µ is the number of number of leaf faces that are adjacent to dual graph vertices Ú and Û.
To realistically predict performance on a variety of distributed architectures, a configuration graph is also utilized. Vertices in this graph represent a cluster of processors. For the sake of the experiments to be presented in this paper we assume that all processors within a cluster are homogeneous and that there is a constant bandwidth for intra-processor communication.
Each vertex in the configuration graph has an associ- The following metrics are weights that respectively reflect the actual number of time units required for computation, data remapping, and communication. The total time required to process the vertices assigned to a processor Ô must take into account all three metrics. More detailed definitions are given below:
Processing Weight (Ï Ø Ú ) is the computational cost to process vertex Ú assigned to a processor in cluster .
) is the cost to interact with all vertices adjacent to Ú but whose data sets are not local to processor Ô assuming that vertex Ú is assigned to processor Ô. Û is an adjacent vertex to Ú and Ô and Û are the clusters respectively associated with the processors assigned to vertices Ú and Û.
) is the overhead to copy the data set associated with Ú to another processor from Ô. Note that the redistribution cost incurred at 0-7695-0990-8/01/$10.00 (C) 2001 IEEE Ô includes the operations of packing data and initiating transmission. The redistribution cost incurred by the processor receiving Ú is the sum of the communication time and the operations of unpacking and merging the data into existing data structures.
Assume that Cp is the cluster assigned to vertex Ú and Cq is the cluster associated with the processor to which Ú is to be relocated to. Clearly, if the data set for Ú is already assigned to Ô, no redistribution cost is incurred, i.e. Ê Ñ Ô 
Proposed MinEX Partitioner
MinEX can be classified as a diffusive multilevel partitioner. The multi-level approach, originally introduced in [3] , partitions a graph in three steps: contraction, partitioning, and refinement. Diffusive algorithms [5] utilize an existing partition as a starting point instead of partitioning from scratch. MinEX is unique in that it redefines the partitioning goal from producing balanced loads to minimize MaxQWgt rather than balancing processing cost among partitions.
General Design
The partitioning steps of MinEX are discussed below.
Similar to other multilevel partitioners, the first step in MinEX is to contract the mesh to a reasonable size. What is different, however, is the contraction procedure. Instead of repeatedly contracting the mesh in halves as is common with other multilevel partitioners, MinEX sequentially contracts one vertex at a time. The advantage to this approach is that a decision can be made each time a vertex is later refined as to whether it should be assigned to another processor. This would make the algorithm more flexible since the graph would not have to be doubled in size before this decision could be made. If Î is the number of vertices in the mesh, contraction requires Ç´ Î µ steps. Total complexity would not be greater than the complexity of contracting the mesh sequentially in halves, since that would involve Ç´ Î ¾ µ steps. Performing all the steps would still require
Once the mesh is sufficiently contracted, the remaining vertices are reassigned according to the criteria to be followed by the partitioning algorithm (described in detail in Section 3.2). The mesh is expanded back to its original size through a refinement process. As each vertex is refined, a decision is made as to whether it should be reassigned. This decision employs the same criteria that is followed by the partitioning algorithm in the second step above. Each coarse vertex reassignment in effect reassigns all of the vertices the coarse vertex represents.
Partitioning Criteria
To describe the criteria for deciding whether a vertex should be reassigned from one processor to another, two metrics, Gain and MinVarv, need to be defined:
Gain represents the change in QWgtTOT that would result from a proposed vertex move. A negative Gain value would indicate that less total processing is required after such a vertex move. The partitioning algorithm favors vertex moves with negative or small Gain values that reduce or minimize overall system load. MinVar is computed using the workload (QWgt´Ôµ) for each processor Ô and the smallest load of any processor (MinQWgt) in accordance with the following formula:
In other words, MinVar computes the variance of processor workloads from that of the most lightly-loaded processor. The objective is to initiate vertex moves that lower this value. Since processors with large QWgt´Ôµ values will have large MinVar components, this criteria will tend to move vertices away from processors that have high runtime requirements.
¡MinVar is the change in the MinVar value after moving a vertex from one processor to another. A negative value indicates that the MinVar value has been reduced. Conceptually, ThroTTle acts as a gate that limits increases in Gain based upon how much of an improvement in MinVar can be achieved. Table 1 indicates how varying ThroTTle affect the expected application runtimes (MaxQWgt) The MaxQWgt entries are nondimensionalized values in thousands. These results were obtained by running the experiments described in Section 4. Table 1 assumes a network of 32 homogeneous processors distributed over 1 to 8 IPG nodes. The inter-cluster interconnect is assumed to be one third the bandwidth of the intra-cluster interconnects. Results show that a ThroTTle value of 64 produces the lowest overall MaxQWgt even though larger ThroTTle values improve LoadImb.
Partitioning Data Structures
This section describes the data structures used by the MinEX partitioner to perform its multilevel algorithm. The data items defined will be utilized to describe MinEX in subsequent sections.
MeshThe adaptive mesh whose format is Î , , vTot, *VMaP, *VList, *EList where Î is the number of active vertices in the mesh is the number of edges in the mesh vTot is the total vertex count (including merged vertices) *VMaP is a pointer to list of active vertices *VList is a pointer to list of vertices *EList is a pointer to list of edges VmaPA list of active vertex numbers. None of these vertices have been compressed through multilevel partitioning. ÊÏ Ø Ú is the redistribution weight to copy the data set associated with vertex Ú. The number of adjacent edges associated with Ú.
£ A pointer to the first edge associated with Ú. Subsequent edges are stored in contiguous memory locations.
Ñ Ö
The vertex that was merged with Ú during a contraction operation or -1 if no merge took place. Ð Ó Ó Ù ÔThe active vertex that contains Ú after a series of contraction operations or -1 if no merges took place.
£ÚÑ Ô A pointer to the position of Ú in the active vertex table.
£ Ô The pointer to an entry in the heap that relates to vertex, Ú. This entry represents a potential reassignment of Ú. This pointer is used to be able to remove heap entries without searching. StackA stack of collapsed edges,´ Ú Ö Ø Ü ½ Ú ÖØ Ü¾ µ.
The pushed edges are refined in reverse order from the order that they were compressed.
Graph Contraction
The partitioner selects sets of randomly chosen pairs of vertices that are assigned to the same processor Ô.
From this set, the vertex pair,´Ú Û µ, that has the largest Ï Ø´Ú Û µ ´ÊÏ Ø Ú · ÊÏ Ø Û µ value is merged. This formula attempts to find edges with large edge communication weights while minimizing the potential weight values of data set redistribution. The motivation for this strategy is to arrive at a contracted mesh with a small edge cut and with small data distribution cost.
To contract a pair of vertices, a merged vertex record Å is created and the edge´Ú Û µ is colapsed. The edge records corresponding to Å are created utilizing the edge lists of vertices Ú and Û. VMap is adjusted to contain the newly created vertex and to remove Ú and Û; Î is decremented and Ú ÌÓ Øis incremented. is increased by the number of edges created for Å and the pair´Ú Û µ is pushed onto Stack.
Union/Find Algorithm
This contraction procedure is implemented using a set Union/Find algorithm so that edges of existing vertices can 0-7695-0990-8/01/$10.00 (C)
, the Union/Find algorithm will search the chain of vertices beginning with Ñ Ö to update the Ð Ó Ó Ù Ô value so subsequent lookups can be done efficiently. Pseudo code describint the Union/Find procedure is given in Fig. 2 . 
Partitioning the Contracted Graph
Once the graph contraction process is complete, the partitioning can be executed. Because the number of vertices are greatly reduced, the partitioning algorithm can execute efficiently. The algorithm considers every remaining vertex of the mesh to find potential reassignments that will reduce Gain and MinVar as described in Subsection 3.2. All potential vertex reassignments are added to the min-heap. Actual reassignments are executed in heap order. As a reassignment is executed, the heap is adjusted to reflect the new partition status.
Refinement
The graph is restored to its original size by expanding pairs of vertices in reverse order from how they were merged. The Stack data structure controls the order. As pairs of vertices, (Ú Û ), are refined, merged edges and vertices are deallocated. Ñ Ö and ÐÓÓ ÙÔ vertex numbers are also adjusted in the vertex table. The VMap table is adjusted to delete the merged vertex, Ñ, and to add Ú and Û. Î is incremented and Ú ÌÓ Øis decremented.
is decreased by the number of edges created for Å . After each refinement, an immediate decision is made as to whether a partition improvement can be made by reassigning Ú or Û. When reassignments are made, reassignments of the adjacent border vertices are also considered.
Experimental Study
In the experimental study that we present, two cases are considered. The first case is the most optimistic view in which processing activity can entirely hide the data set and communication latency. The second case is the most pessimestic view where no latency tolerance can be achieved.
MinEX was executed with actual application data to simulate mesh processing for a variety of system configurations. Individual runs simulates networks with a particular number of processors (È ), number of clusters ( ), ThroTTle values, and interconnect slowdowns (Á). È was varied from ¾ to ¾¼ ; was varied from ½ to ; ThroTTle was varied to find the optimal value for minimizing runtime; and Á was varied to simulate high-bandwidth cluster interconnections and low-bandwidth wide area network connections.
Based on performance studies [8] , typical communication latency and bandwidth slowdowns from integrated clusters to configurations with clusters connected through a high-bandwidth interconnect are in the range of ¿ to ½¼¼. Wide area network connections are ½ ¼¼¼ to ½¼ ¼¼¼ times slower than the internal intraconnects of a single cluster. For these experiments, we have assumed that the intra-cluster communication slowdowns to be normalized to a value of ½.
Simulations of inter-cluster communication assumed slowdown factors of ¿, ½¼, ½¼¼, and ½ ¼¼¼. To simplify the analysis, we have assumed that individual processors are homogeneous and divided as evenly as possible among the clusters.
Summary of Results
This section presents the results of experiments conducted and presented in Tables 2 and 3 where È is assumed to be ¿¾. To be consistent with results presented in other tables of this paper, runtimes are shown in thousands of units. Table 2 charts the experimental results when no latency tolerance is achieved; Table 3 assumes maximum latency tolerance. Table 2 . Expected runtimes(no tolerance) Clusters  3  10  100  1000  1  473  473  473  473  2  728  863  1228  4102  3  755  1168  2783  18512  4  791  1361  3667  25040  5  854  1649  5677  53912  6  915  1717  8521  76169  7  956  1915  10958  80568  8  968  2178  11492  93566   Table 3 . Expected runtimes(max.tolerance) Clusters  3  10  100  1000  1  287  287  287  287  2  298  469  763  3941  3  322  548  2386  12705  4  328  680  3297  21888  5  336  768  4369  33092  6  345  856  5044  52668  7  352  893  5480  61079  8  357  1048  5721  61321 The following conclusions can be drawn from the results:
Interconnect Slowdowns

With greater interconnect slowdowns, the runtimes increase dramatically as additional clusters are used. For example, compare the runtime metrics in the Table 2 cluster of ½¼¼¼ is assumed. A slowdown ration of ¿ ½¼¾ ¾¾ ¼ is shown. Similarly, consider the same rows for an interconnect slowdown of 3. In this case, the slowdown ratio is ¾ ½ ¿¾ which is a much smaller value. The same pattern holds true in Table 3 We can compare the effectiveness of latency tolerant algorithms to algorithms without latency tolerance, by measuring runtimes of each approach as the number of clusters and interconnect slowdowns are varied. The relative improvements, from algorithms with without latency tolerance to algorithms with latency tolerance, are greater when more clusters are employed. This can be verified by comparing the same rows from Table 2 and Table 3 . For example, consider the row with clusters. The difference in runtime comparing latency tolerant algorithms to those with no latency tolerance 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a latency-tolerant partitioner, MinEX, that is designed specifically for a distributed computing environment such as the IPG. With adaptive mesh applications, MinEX effectively balances processor workloads, minimizes data movement and runtime communication, and can account for expected latency tolerance. Ongoing areas of research is to formally compare MinEX to other popular partitioners such as PMeTiS [6] using the classical N-body application [1] . Real experiments with unstructured meshes on distributed clusters using GLOBUS is also planned to complement the results presented in this paper.
